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Differentiated
Instruction
Students Are Different!
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Meet the unique learning needs of each of
your students with a differentiated approach
to teaching. This SmartCard addresses
common questions about Differentiated
Instruction, outlines the many ways in which
students differ, provides practical tips for
managing the DI classroom, and
features strategies and insights on how
to differentiate various aspects of
instruction including grouping, assessment,
materials, student support, products and
presentations, instructional strategies,
curriculum and recognition. Help each
h
student reach his/her full potential!
ential!
tial!

What Is Differentiated
erentiated Instruction?
on?

The basic premise of Differentiated
renti
Instruction (DI)
(DI is thatt students
stu
are
tr all students the same
me and teach
te
different.. If teachers treat
to the average
rea and teach all students.
tudents. Teachers
Teach who acknowlstudent, they fail to reach
n diversify thei
ractices
edge and respect stude
student differences can
their classroom practices
nt.
to maximisee success for each student.

How Do I Do Differentiated Instruction
Instruction?

There is no single method to “do” DI. Instead,
ead, DI draw
draws from many
guid principle
educational theories and practices. DI iss more of a guiding
nstruction can b
that suggests ways curriculum and instruction
be adapted or
modified to reach different learners.

Do I Need
eed to Ass
Assess Student
tudent Differences?
Diff

B

DI proponents
oponents differ on their emphasiss on student assessment.
as
Some
hasise the iimportance of knowing student
udent differences to tailor
or
emphasise
riculum and instruction to their unique learning
ear
sugge
curriculum
needs. Theyy suggest
observations, checklists, inventories, profiles, conferences and
nd discussions
o really
reall get to know each student. Others acknowledge students are
to
differen
ng practices. The
Th
different and instead employ a diverse array of teaching
d
eference
decision is a matter of personal philosophy and preference.

Isn’t Treating
Treat Students Differently Unfair?
nfair?

Equity means treating students fairly, but it does not mean treating
ating all
al
students exactly the same. The DI teacher treats all students fairly by
striving to help all students reach their highest potential. To do this means
not all students will do the same thing at the same time. To promote fairness,
be mindful not to give privileges to certain students or groups. Avoid creating fixed
“high” and “low” ability groups. Use flexible groups so students work frequently with
many other classmates with different abilities. Have high expectations for all students
and give all students equal access to advanced curriculum and instruction. The DI
teacher makes adaptations to help each student experience greater success while avoiding
the pitfalls of tracking and labelling.

“The worst form of inequality is to try
to make unequal things equal.”
—Aristotle

The case for DI is based on
n the premise th
that students are
h unique learnin
unique individuals with
learning needs. Here are
udents differ:
some of the ways students
Academicc Ability. Students rrange from special gifts to
eeds.
special needs.
iple Intelligence
Multiple
Intelligences. Students are smart in different
ways.
proposes that there are at least
s. Howard Gardner
Gard
ht intelligenc
eight
intelligences and each student has a unique profile of
intelligences: Verbal/Linguistic, Logical/Mathematical,
intelligences
Visual/Spatial,
Bodily/Kinesthetic, Naturalist, Interperal/
These intelligences determine in part
sonal, Intrapersonal.
I
what interests students and what they become skilled at.
Learning Style.
Learning style theorists propose students
le. Le
learn in different
ways. Rita and Ken Dunn’s popular
rent w
model classifies
learners as: Auditory, Visual, Tactile and
lassifies learne
Kinesthetic.
hetic.

Style. Students may differ
they think.
Thinking Style
ffer in how th
Gregorc proposess two dimensio
dimensions on how
Anthony G
individuals
view the
ndivid
he world (concrete vs abstract) and two
dimensions on how we order the wo
world (sequential vs
dimen
random), resulting
thinking styles: Concrete
ran
ing in four thinkin
Sequential, Concrete
crete Random,
Random Abstract Sequential and
ndom
Abstract Random.
e Students ccome to school and class with
Attitudes.
different
towards learning and towards the
ent attitudes to
ubjects. Stude
subjects.
Students’ beliefs may be heavily influenced by
family, peer gr
groups and culture.
Gende
Gender. Studies suggest boys and girls differ on a number
of educ
education-related variables. For example, girls generally
are m
more verbal while boys are more spatial. Recent
studies indicate differences are diminishing as gender roles
are becoming less salient. Boys and girls aren’t from
different planets, but some cultural and biological
gender-based differences have legitimacy.
Culture and Ethnicity. Students come from different
cultures with different beliefs, customs and practices.
Some cultures may clash with, or are at least less compatible with, the traditional classroom culture.
Socioeconomic Culture. Sociologists and anthropologists suggest that class status can create fundamental
differences in individuals’ attitudes, beliefs, language
development and education. Students of rich and poor
parents often have different attitudes and learning styles.
Language Differences. English language learners vary in
their stage of language proficiency – from preproduction
to fluency. Even native English speakers can have vastly
different language aptitudes.
Developmental Readiness. Completely “normal”
students are prepared to learn different concepts and skills
at different times. Students with similar potentials may be
at completely different levels of understanding or skill
acquisition. For example, babies learn to walk and talk on
very different timetables.

